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Information Circular IC05-108 
August 2005

CBOE Seat Prices Climb 134% YTD 
A seat (membership) at CBOE sold for an all-time record price of $755,000 on Monday, July 18, 2005, 
surpassing the previous CBOE all-time seat price record of $750,000 from March 11, 1998. Through 
August 17, 2005, 70 seats have been bought and sold at CBOE this year. By comparison, a total of 66 
seats sold at CBOE for the entire year of 2004.

The first seat purchased in 2005 sold for $299,000 on January 6. The latest seat sale was on  
August 17, 2005 for $700,000, up 134% since the beginning of this year.

CBOE Launches Options on New iShares® Russell Microcap Index 
CBOE launched options on the new iShares Russell Microcap Index (NYSE and CBOE ticker symbol 
IWC) on Wednesday, August 17. The Russell MicrocapTM Index, launched in June 2005, tracks the 
performance of 2,000 of the smallest publicly-traded companies in the United States. The stocks in 
this new index have market capitalizations of $55 million to $500 million and represent companies 
ranked number 2,001 through 4,000 by market capitalization. The iShares Russell Microcap 
Index Fund relies on Barclays Global Fund Advisors portfolio management to optimize the IWC 
portfolio, generally holding fewer securities than those within the index. The underlying index is a 
customized subset of the Russell Microcap Index, representing only the most investable securities 
of the approximately 2,000 smallest companies in the U.S. equity market included in that index, as 
determined by Russell.

Susquehanna Investment Group has been named the DPM in the IWC. For more information, members 
may visit the Trading Tools section of the CBOE website at: http://www.cboe.com/NewListings.

CBOE Hosts Exchange Officials from The People’s Republic of China 
CBOE recently hosted a senior delegation of government officials from The People’s Republic of 
China at an opening bell ringing ceremony on July 16, 2005. The government delegation was headed 
by Fuchun FAN, Deputy Chairman of the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) in charge 
of futures and options markets. He was accompanied by other CSRC officials and Yuchen ZHU, 
President and CEO of the Dalian Commodity Exchange, the largest futures exchange in The People’s 
Republic of China; and Michael Gorham, Director, Center for Law and Financial Markets, Illinois 
Institute of Technology. Their visit included a tour of the CBOE trading floor.

In March of this year, CBOE signed Memoranda of Understanding with the Dalian Commodity 
Exchange, Shanghai Futures Exchange, Shanghai Stock Exchange and Zhengzhou Commodity 
Exchange. The Memoranda of Understanding lay the foundation for the sharing of information for  
the potential development of options and other derivatives products by the Chinese exchanges.

Disaster Recovery Site In Testing Phase 
CBOE continues to make progress on the project to implement a remote disaster recovery site. The 
initial focus of the disaster recovery site will be trading CBOE’s Exclusively-Listed Options (ELOs) in 
the event the facilities at 400 S. LaSalle become unavailable. CBOE plans to be able to trade ELOs
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from the disaster recovery site during the fourth quarter of 2005. Products planned for the first 
phase are: OEX,® DIA,® DJX, SPX,SM and XEO.®

To ensure a fully functional disaster site, it is imperative that all external interfaces are connected to 
the disaster site. Therefore, we encourage all firms with current connectivity to CBOE to establish a 
connection to the new disaster recovery site. Members need to contact the staff liaisons listed at the 
end of this story by September 12, 2005 in order to establish a connection. Firm testing is scheduled 
to begin in October.

For more information, members may refer to Information Circular IC05-69 at https://www.cboe.org  
and/or contact Charles Hullihan, CBOE Disaster Site Trade Match Liaison, at 312.786.7176 or 
Dushone Embrey, Disaster Site Liaison, at 312.786.8816. Both individuals may also be reached at  
(mailto:cboedr@cboe.com).

Hybrid 2.0 Scheduled Class Roll-Out Completed 
On July 26, 2005 the scheduled roll-out of the Hybrid 2.0 options classes was completed, with the 
addition of the final 60 classes. This brings the total to 602 classes now available to RMMs for 
trading, including SPY and QQQ.® The development and launch of the RMM program is a critical 
component of the implementation of Hybrid 2.0. Currently, there are 60 firms registered as RMMs, 
with 36 of those firms actively trading, using 179 seats. 

Resources Available for More Information on Hybrid Trading and Programs 
Members with questions on various aspects of the Hybrid Trading System, including the e-DPM, 
RMM and Remote Access for Trading Floor Market Makers Programs, may contact the following 
individuals by phone or through the e-mail links listed: 

  • Rules Relating to Hybrid 1.0 or 2.0, including rules and regulations for e-DPMs and RMMs:  
Angelo Evangelou, Managing Senior Attorney, at 312.786.7464 or (mailto:evangelou@cboe.com) 

  • Getting connected to trade on Hybrid, either on or away from the trading floor: Curt Schumacher, 
Vice President and Chief Technology Officer, 312.786.7564 or (mailto:curt@cboe.com)

  • General business issues such as Hybrid functionality, order routing and trading policies/ 
procedures: Anthony Montesano, Vice President, Trading Operations, at 312.786.7365 or  
(mailto:montesan@cboe.com); Carol Zylius at 312.786.7174 or (mailto:zyliusc@cboe.com).

  • Access issues for the RMM, e-DPM and Remote Access for Floor Traders Programs: Dan Hustad, 
Vice President of Market Quality Assurance, at 312.786.7715 or (mailto:hustadd@cboe.com);  
Angela Redell, Director of Market Quality Assurance, at 312.786.7559 or (mailto:redella@cboe.com).

  • To arrange for a demonstration of the CBOE HyTS® Terminal, which provides electronic access and 
order routing to U.S. options exchanges, as well as complete access to market data, streaming 
quotes, and order management—all on a single screen: Andrew Lowenthal, Director, Business 
Development, at 312.786.7180 or (mailto:lowenthl@cboe.com).

Additional information is available at https://www.cboe.org/Hybrid.
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Spotlight On: CBOE Buy-Write Indexes Foster New Funds’ Options Usage

In the past year more than $13 billion has been raised by 24 new closed-end funds that use options, 
and investors also have allocated hundreds of millions of dollars to new structured notes with 
returns based on CBOE buy-write benchmark indexes.

In 2002 CBOE introduced the CBOE S&P 500® BuyWrite Index (BXMSM), the first benchmark 
for options performance. The BXM is a benchmark index that measures the performance of a 
theoretical portfolio that writes covered S&P 500 (SPX) call options on the third Friday of the month 
against a portfolio of the stocks included in the S&P 500 Index. 

The BXM was developed to provide investors with a benchmark for options performance, and to 
assist them with developing options strategies that lower portfolio volatility. In 2002 many stock 
indexes had experienced their third straight year of double-digit percentage losses, and more 
investors began to express a preference for conservative yield-enhancing investment strategies, 
including options strategies.

 
In 2004 the Ibbotson Associates consulting firm published a CBOE-commissioned case study on 
the BXM Index. The study found that the BXM had the best risk-adjusted performance of the major 
domestic and international equity-based indexes studied over the 16-year period analyzed. 

Since the publication of the Ibbotson study last summer, there have been several positive 
developments regarding interest in and use of buy-write strategies:

  • At least eight major brokerage firms and banks now have licenses to offer investment products 
based on the BXM Index. CBOE member firms have introduced structured securities products  
(e.g., with ticker symbols BEP, BXA, MBJ and MBS) that are designed to use SPX options and provide 
returns based on the CBOE BXM Index.

  • The CBOE introduced the second options benchmark index, the CBOE DJIA® BuyWrite Index (BXD) 
http://www.cboe.com/BXD. At least one CBOE member firm has introduced securities products (with 
ticker symbols DBY and DBZ) that are designed to provide returns based on the new CBOE BXD Index.

  • A news story in the May 16, 2005 Pensions & Investments magazine entitled “Buy Writing Makes 
Comeback as Way to Hedge Risk” cited two key developments that gave the buy-write strategy 
increased credibility—the BXM Index and the Ibbotson study. The story quoted one money manager 
as saying “The frequency of inquiries requesting information has been going up more steadily since 
last fall, and that’s been precipitated to a large extent by the publication of Ibbotson’s white paper.”   
 
Spotlight continued on pg. 4

Closed-end Funds That Use Options
By June 30, 2005, 24 funds had raised $13.3 b illion in assets
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  • More than a dozen other news stories have had positive coverage of the buy-write strategy and BXM 
Index; here are some headlines: 
 
 “A Buy-Write Strategy Can Add Some Octane to Portfolios When the Markets Lack Direction.”  
Worth Magazine, April 2005.

 “In a Sideways or Falling Market, Writing Covered Call Options Is One Way To Give Your Clients Some 
Traction.” Bloomberg Wealth Manager, February 2005.

 “Your Buy-Write to Profit.” TheStreet.com, May 12, 2005. 

 “Buy-Writes Catch on in Sideways U.S. Stock Market.” Reuters, June 17, 2005. 

 “Yield Boost—Firms Market Covered-Call Writing to Up Returns.” Barron’s, October 25, 2004.

 “New Funds Try Options to Boost Stock Income.” Chicago Sun-Times, October 10, 2004. 

 “Covered Call Strategy Could Have Helped, Study Shows.” Pensions & Investments,  
September 20, 2004.

  • The BXM Index received the “Most Innovative Benchmark Index” award at the 2004 SuperBowl of 
Indexing Conference. 

The growth in buy-write funds and the positive news coverage are among the many factors that have 
helped boost the record options volume we have seen this year. Average daily volume for the SPX 
options is 255,888 contracts year-to-date, more than double the level of 2002. On Friday, August 19, 
2005, volume in SPX set a new single-day trading record with 759,149 contracts traded on that day. 

CBOE members with comments or questions may call Matt Moran, Vice President, Business 
Development, at 312.786.7249. More information on buy-write strategies and the BXM Index, 
including a bibliography, article excerpts, price charts, price history, customer testimonials and the 
Ibbotson study, is available at http://www.cboe.com/BXM. 

Washington Update 
SEC Chairman Confirmed 
On June 30, 2005 the Senate Banking Committee unanimously confirmed former Congressman 
Christopher Cox (R-CA) as the Chairman of the SEC. The committee also confirmed incumbent 
commissioner Roel C. Campos and former SEC Director of Market Regulation Annette L. Nazareth 
to fill the two Democratic seats on the five-member board, joining Cynthia A. Glassman and  
Paul S. Atkins.

CFTC Reauthorization 
CBOE and the U.S. Securities Markets Coalition continue to actively participate in the issues relating  
to reauthorization of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The Senate Banking Committee 
has scheduled a hearing for September 8, 2005 to discuss the effects of the Commodities Futures 
Modernization Act of 2000. The Coalition will have a representative at the hearing to testify about the 
importance of comparability between single stock futures and stock options.

The proposed Commodity Reauthorization Act of 2005 currently contains a provision allowing for 
the application of portfolio margining to stock futures. CBOE is not opposed to portfolio margining. 
However, if an even playing field is to be maintained, similar privileges should be granted to stock 
options. CBOE and the other options exchanges sent a July 20, 2005 letter to the U.S. Senate 
explaining this position, and urging legislators not to provide an unfair advantage to stock  
futures markets.
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Prior to the hearing, CBOE will host several staff members from the Senate Banking Committee for 
an educational trip to visit CBOE and tour our trading floor. 

Congressional Visit   
Congressman Eric Cantor (R-VA), the Chief Deputy Whip and member of the Ways and Means 
Committee, visited CBOE on Wednesday, August 3rd. The Congressman met with members of the 
PAC Board and toured the trading floor. 
 
CBOE Volume Update for July 2005 – Record-breaking month for Nasdaq® and Russell Products; 
CBOE tops in SPY and NDX market share 
Exchange Volume, July 2005: 
Total Volume  
  • 35,987,001 contracts 
  • +28% vs. year-ago (July 04) 

Average Daily Volume 
  • 1,799,350 contracts 
  • +34% vs. year-ago (July 04)

Year-To-Date Volume 
  • 252,539,723 contracts 
  • +21% vs. YTD 2004

Open Interest  
  • 162,600,786 contracts  
  • +18% vs. year-ago (July 04) 

July highlights at CBOE included:  
  • On Thursday, July 14, CBOE experienced the sixth-busiest single trading day in its history when 
2,740,701 contracts traded. 

  • Volume in stock option classes rose 19% over July 2004 as 21.4 million contracts were traded. The 
top five stock option classes at CBOE during July were: Google Inc. (GOOG); Microsoft Corp. (MSFT); 
Apple Computer, Inc. (AAPL); eBay, Inc. (EBAY); and General Motors Corporation (GM). 

  • Volume in index options totaled 14.5 million contracts, an increase of 43% over year-ago levels. The 
top five index options at CBOE during July were: S&P 500 Index (SPX); Nasdaq-100 Index Tracking 
Stock (QQQ); iShares Russell 2000® Index Fund (IWM); Standard & Poor’s Depositary Receipts/
SPDRs® (SPY); and S&P 100® Index (OEX). 

  • SPY options contracts traded at CBOE accounted for a 53% market share of all SPY volume in 
July. The 53% July market share at CBOE was an increase of 12% from the 41% SPY market share 
recorded in June and a rise of 15% from May’s 38% SPY market share. Industry-wide July market 
share of average daily volume in SPY options, by exchange, was: ISE 25%, AMEX 8%, BOX 7%,  
PHLX 4% and PCX 3%.      

  • On Wednesday, July 6, trading of options on the iShares Russell 2000 Index Fund (IWM) set a new 
single-day trading record at CBOE when 303,001 contracts traded. Additionally, IWM set an all-time 
monthly volume record when 1,531,972 contracts traded, besting the old high mark of 1,418,918 
contracts from April 2005. Year-to-date, IWM average daily volume at CBOE is up 216% over 2004, at 
54,604 contracts. 
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  • In options on the Nasdaq-100 Index® (NDX), 594,563 contracts traded, surpassing the previous 
record of 559,122 contracts traded in May 2005. Industry-wide July market share of average daily 
volume in NDX options, by exchange, was: CBOE 47%, AMEX 28% and ISE 25%. 

CFE Adds New Trading Platform 
As part of a strategic initiative to broaden CFE’s customer base, CFE products are now trading 
on TT’s X_TRADER platform. All X_TRADER users have the ability to trade futures on all 19 CFE 
products, including futures on the CBOE Volatility Index® (VIX®), futures in the Russell 1000® and 
Russell 2000® indexes, as well as the twelve recently launched CBOE PowerPacksSM sector indexes. 
The connection from TT’s X_TRADER platform to CFE was achieved using Financial Information 
eXchange (FIX) Protocol, an open-standard protocol that is widely used in the equities industry.

CFE Volume 
During July, CBOE Futures Exchange (CFE) volume totaled 8,437 contracts traded, with an average 
daily volume of 422 contracts. At the end of July, open interest stood at 14,544 contracts, up 2% from 
the previous month.

CFE volume, through July 2005, is 113,627 contracts. 

For contract specifications and more information, visit http://www.cboe.com/CFE or contact  
Patrick Fay, CFE Managing Director, at 312.786.7925.

Financial Update 
For the first five months of 2005, CBOE reported a pre-tax profit of $7.3 million, compared to a 
budgeted pre-tax profit of $1.3 million. Strong volume allowed CBOE to post these positive results. 
Volume averaged 1,743,000 contracts per day during this time period, which is 24% more than the 
1,408,300 contracts that CBOE averaged for the six months ended December 31, 2004. Working 
capital for the Exchange increased from $42.4 million to $49.8 million during this time period. 
During the first five months CBOE recorded new capital expenditures of $8.8 million, mostly related 
to the implementation of our Hybrid Trading System and systems capacity upgrades. CBOE also 
received $5.0 million from the National Stock Exchange (NSX) in January, representing the first 
installment of the sale of our interest in NSX, and also disbursed $6.0 million from our working 
capital for the purchase of CBOT exercise rights at the end of May.

CBOE’s strong financial results are expected to continue. CBOE continues to invest significant 
capital in technology as we continue our capacity and application upgrades.

The Options Institute Offers Master Session for Traders and Investors 
The Options Institute Master Session (OIMS) is a new seminar for the serious trader and investor. 
The goal of the two-day intensive session on September 29–30, 2005 is to provide a high quality 
educational experience for active traders and investors seeking to refine their trading and  
investing ability.

Price Headley of BigTrends.com will lead the session and will define his Big Trends options trading 
approach. Mr. Headley will review his top-down method for defining the best trends in both bull and 
bear markets; it begins with market analysis and then moves to stock and option selection. 

Tuition is $1495 per person. Additional information is available at http://www.cboe.com under the 
“Learning Center” tab. Please call 1.877.THE.CBOE to register. 

OneChicago Volume 150% Ahead of 2004 YTD 
In July 2005, 860,139 security futures contracts traded at OneChicago, an all-time monthly record 
for the Exchange. July volume was 903% higher than the 85,772 traded in July 2004. The average 
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daily volume of 43,007 contracts was 953% higher than in July 2004. Year-to-date volume as of the 
end of July 2005 was up 150%. Each single stock futures contract is equivalent to 100 shares of the 
underlying stock or exchange-traded fund.

For additional information on products or services available at OneChicago, visit  
http://www.onechicago.com or call 312.424.8500. To learn more about single stock futures, 
members should also contact Mark Esposito, OneChicago Project Coordinator, at 312.424.8527 or  
(mailto:SPO@OneChicago.com).

Event Calendar Now on CBOE website 
CBOE recently added a new section to its website—The “Event Calendar.” The Event Calendar 
highlights key upcoming options industry events, as well as Options Institute seminars. Each event 
is highlighted with descriptions, dates, locations, and links to appropriate websites.

The Event Calendar can be found under the “About CBOE” tab on http://www.cboe.com. 

CBOE.com Launches New Real-Time Quote Service 
CBOE.com recently launched its new and improved CBOE LiveOptions Real-Time quote service 
optimized for options traders. The service is provided in partnership with eSignal, a division of 
Interactive Data Corporation (NYSE: IDC) and a leading provider of streaming, real-time financial 
market data, news, analytics and decision support tools to professional and individual traders. CBOE 
LiveOptions offers real-time, streaming quotes from all the major U.S., Canadian, Latin American, 
European and Asia Pacific exchanges, a robust streaming options chain application, as well as  
in-depth streaming charts and news. The service requires no software downloads and runs within 
standard Internet browsers via an enhanced Java-based application. The cost for the new service is 
$19.95 per month, plus exchange fees. For more information and to sign up for a 30-day free trial, 
please visit http://www.cboe.com/MktQuote/RTQuoteReg.aspx.

E-mails to Members 
CBOE members who prefer to receive the OPEN INTEREST newsletters via e-mail rather than by 
U.S. Mail should send their requests, including member name, firm name (if applicable) and desired 
e-mail address to (mailto:members@cboe.com), or contact the CBOE Membership Department 
directly at 312.786.7449. 

Also available: MEMBER E-NEWS, a weekly update for CBOE members that is being distributed via 
e-mail only and posted on the CBOE Member website. Please be sure to submit your e-mail address 
to (mailto:members@cboe.com), or contact the Membership Department to begin receiving this  
weekly update.

Please feel free to contact us directly with feedback on any of the topics presented in this newsletter. 
We welcome your thoughts, ideas and recommendations.

Bill Brodsky   Ed Tilly    Ed Joyce 
Chairman and CEO  Vice Chairman    President and COO  
(mailto:brodsky@cboe.com) (mailto:tillye@cboe.com)  (mailto:joyce@cboe.com)
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